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With your secure digital identity, your Citizen's Island, you can
build secure digital communities. 

“Instead of Facebook, imagine millions of social media
communities, each with their own rules and cultures. This is the vision of media scholar Ethan 
Zuckerman” (1). CI will add virtual worlds.

CI is a remote computer, from any device you can access your remote desktop, only keyboard and 
mouse data is forwarded to your remote computer, your Island. By using remote desktops your 
Citizen’s Island is secured against malware!

It is your personal Island, your data is stored in a decentralized environment.

A Company’s Island is a Citizen’s Island with a store to sell services and products.

Citizens and Companies can contact other Citizens and Companies and build communities, each 
with its own community rules, DAO rules (2) and its own money, CCC (Community Crypto 
Coin). You can walk in your CI community virtual world and see other members as avatars.

OSW (OneSocialWeb) will be one of the many decentralized apps on your Citizen’s Island:  a 
facebook- like communication tool for our communities. Community administrators can chose to 
setup their own OSW servers. The adaption rate of OSW will be increased by our use of open 
standards, the easy setup of servers, and the worldwide use-base  of and familiarity with the 
communication standard of our choice, XMPP.

Who uses XMPP?

“Google use it for their Google Cloud Messaging. Facebook use it for Facebook Chat integration. 
NATO use it for tactical chat. Thousands of companies use it for their enterprise instant 
messaging. Millions of devices use it to interconnect. The IETF use it in their meetings.”

Community Administrators can add community functionality like phone call service, conferencing
service, data, financial and other services from community servers or from their own servers 
using simple plugins.

Your Citizen’s Island is your personal digital identity. By establishing a secured connection to 
governments (show your passport from your CI on your phone), and other third parties, your CI can
be used for authentication and authorization. As a Citizen you can fine-tune your choice of who can 
see what part of your actions and data. Personal digital identity combined with DAO provides a  
“one person, one vote” option, a direct democracy voting mechanism for your community.

In your community you can invest in projects, earn money by realizing projects, make proposals 
and vote for proposals. The profit of a DAO goes to the community and can be used for community 
projects and also for a non-governmental universal basic income, distributed with e.g. UBI-Vault. 
You can access your personal UBI with your CI-wallet or any other wallet.

Timeline: we have an alpha version of CI up and running. We plan a beta version end of 2022.

Support: to support us, please contact R. Sassen sassen@citizensisland.com
(1) Internet for the People, Ben Tarnoff, 2022, page 158 (2) DAO Decentralized Autonomous 
Organization this document: https://citizensisland.com/CI-overview.pdf
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